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As I’ve shared earlier, the path I trod in the past was not that of the academe. I was kicked out 

of UP because I failed to meet the standard. I was asked to sit in for a semester to complete 

some requirements but I decided to leave. I landed a job in Solano, Nueva Viscaya after I 

underwent training as tobacco classifier.  

 

A year after I went back to college. I enrolled at CLSU in Munoz, Nueva Ecija. I got 

involved with the raging student movement at the time and got detained by the military after 

the suspension of the writ of Habeas Corpus. When it was lifted I went back to school but 

sensing that repression was getting worse, I went home to Isabela and started organising 

farmers. In 1972 when martial law was declared I got detained again. When I got the chance, 

I escaped and went hiding for some time. I never had the chance to leave the country during 

that period.  

 

Eventually, in 1975 I got married. We had three children, two boys and a girl. My eldest son 

finished Mass Com, the other boy is now a nurse while the only daughter is now a teacher. In 

addition, I now have a grandson (two-yr old) and a granddaughter (4-month old). 

Last year I filed my retirement and enrolled in a Bible school. Here’s an article I wrote during 

sem- break. 

 

MY FIRST SEMESTER IN GMA 

(Grace Ministerial Academy, Cubao, QC) 

Samuel S. Corpuz 

5 Oct 2010 

 

A chance to study at GMA was an exciting break in my life. I can’t think of anything better to 

do after I decided to retire from my work. There is nothing more challenging to me now than 

to study. I mangled my opportunity in my youth; drawn to other things rather than 

concentrate on my studies. I failed to earn a useful degree. But that is water under the bridge. 

Now at the evening of my life an opening was given me. There are advantages of being old; 

skills and experiences acquired through the years come handy. It is also an inducement to 

excel. But it has its disadvantages. The most telling of these are poor memory, failing 

eyesight and hearing. Words that come easily before are now elusive. Reading has become 

burdensome, and many times my hearing fails me. 



 

It seems it was just yesterday but first semester is now over. As the euphoria is fading, it’s 

time for assessment before it will escape my porous mind. Three things I acquired; new 

friends, new perspective, and fresh estimation of self. 

New Friends 

“Make new friends but keep the old; one is silver the other is gold”, so goes a saying I 

remember from my high school days. It is not easy for me to mingle with new faces. I am 

more introverted than others suspect. However, I made it a point to befriend everybody in the 

class or at least to know them. Since my memory is not that good anymore, I photo-copied 

the list of those giving their reports at the outset and as each one reported I matched their 

names with their faces. Not an easy task for the class was big. Also, I made an effort to talk to 

everyone and know something about them. There were those who yielded their friendship 

easily but there were also those who were harder to woo. I noticed groups that gravitated 

naturally to each other. I imposed myself on them and it paid off. The benefits were not few. 

Some offered helpful advice. Others taught me how to use the facilities and materials in the 

library. But the joy of having new friends was enough reward for the effort. Fellowship with 

God’s children brings exceptional happiness. 

New Perspective  

Formal study yields deeper understanding. Things usually taken for granted comes with 

challenges that disturb the mind. Definitely, my mind was stretched. The subjects and the 

lectures taken were not for the inept and lackadaisical. I profited much from the readings and 

summaries required. My mind was aroused by the different opinions of noted writers and 

theologians. Add to that the personal stand of our tutor, sometimes agreeing, sometimes 

refuting. For instance, there were varied opinions regarding ‘speaking in tongues and 

speaking in other tongues’. The stand taken by the course was enlightening. The analysis was 

clear and logical; the conclusion drawn naturally.  Diglossia and dyadic as concepts seem 

also to be valid, its novelty was enticing. There were other terms which made new meanings 

to me, such us Pneumatics, Apologetics and Dogmatics. In my line of work, pneumatics like 

hydraulics refers to machines, apologetic is being remorseful while dogmatic is being rigid. 

In Theology, another big word, Pneumatics pertains to the Spirit, Apologetics to the defence 

and presentation of our faith against unbelievers and Dogmatics to firm belief of truths. 

I learned many other things and unlearned some. Big names like Lloyd-Jones, Warfield, 

Murray, Swaggart, Finney and others, were reshuffled or added in my list. Some were 

dethroned, others received higher estimation. Reading good books is a definite boon. 

Fortunately, we have a library full of worthy materials. Once the mind is confronted with 

powerful ideas, it will never be the same again. One will be forced to rethink and consider 

other view points. 

Fresh Self-estimation 



Going through a semester in GMA has made me reflect on my old views and values. I 

became aware of my limitations. GMA is not just a whim to me. It is a door opened so my 

dreams may yet be fulfilled. Sometimes I feel awkward going back to school because of my 

age. But a fervent desire to be equipped keeps me going. It helped that I was not the only 

retiree in the class; after all, age does not matter. 

It’s like crossing two epochs for me, to borrow a concept I just learned; keeping my job 

temporarily while doing formal learning. I’ve applied for my retirement but my boss 

prevailed upon me to keep my work and attend classes, for the time being. It’s multi-tasking, 

actually, made possible by present technology. Cellphone, computer, efficient copier were 

things never imagined before. Now, they are things you can’t live without. They made 

studying a lot easier. 

I used to write when I was in college but that was long, long time ago. My work doesn’t 

require it, so my pencil has gone dull. Now that I’m back to school there is sharpening to do. 

I believed that by the grace of God it will be good to continue. The first semester has already 

marked a new hope in me. It will instil courage to go on. I need extra diligence to do better 

next semester.  And pray that development in my work will be for the better. 

 In conclusion, I’m grateful that God had provided an institution like GMA available for his 

servants to be equipped; thankful for the tutors with exceptional talents and dedication. I look 

forward to more rewarding time in GMA. 

  


